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A Letter from the Editor • San Francisco, California • October 21, 2000

Dear Readers,

This week's issue contains a sequel, an his-
torical artifact, a self-directed letter, a misdi-
rected letter – or at least, a letter about a mis-
directed letter – and a letter about a  band.

The sequel is by John Hodgman, whose letter
in vol. II, no. 1 about memory and mourning
and a family trip to the Jersey shore was so
powerful and lucid that it provoked a re a d e r,
Mary Rogan of To ronto, to write back to John
with her own letter about family-trip memo-
ries, and about what you remember and what
you forget. We published Mary's response in
vol. II, no. 2. John's new letter from the shore ,
this time concerning funnel cake, a ride called
the Slingshot, and the possibility that the
moon is going to explode in a giant ball of
flames, is of course addressed to Mary.

The historical artifact was sent to me a cou-
ple of weeks ago by Jack Hitt, with this note:

Since Open Letters is trying to revive the
epistolary form, I wanted you to see a side-
bar I dug up for my Slavery Reparations
forum, which Harper's will publish in
November. It is a letter written in 1865 by a
freed slave named Jourdon Anderson, in
reply to his old Tennessee master, Colonel
Anderson, who had asked Jourdon to
return as a freeman and work the planta-
tion once again, but for pay. The sentences
are beautifully crafted, but also the narra-
tive structure is simply brilliant in the way
the writer brackets his anger and right-
eousness within the confines of a dignified
modesty and even kindness. It is a small
gem of American literature, and arguably
one of the first and greatest briefs on behalf
of reparations.

The forum that Jack's talking about, which I
haven't seen yet, but which sounds very
p romising, will appear in the November
issue of Harper's Magazine, which should be
arriving on newsstands right about now.
Jack invited four of America's sharpest trial
lawyers to come together to discuss the
mechanics, as well as the ethics, of a poten-
tial class-action lawsuit on behalf of A f r i c a n

Americans against the United States govern-
ment, seeking reparations for the institu-
tional crime of slavery.

Jourdon Anderson's letter was originally
published in The Freedmen's Book, a collection
of African-American writings compiled by
the abolitionist Lydia Maria Child in 1865,
and will appear as a sidebar to the forum. 

The self-directed letter is from – and to –
Sheila Heti, a student at the University of
Toronto and a fiction writer whose stories
have appeared in McSweeney's and Toronto
Life and Blood + Aphorisms, and whose first
collection of short stories, to be titled The
Middle Stories, is due out next spring.

As Sheila makes rampantly clear in her letter,
she has mixed feelings about the idea of
revealing anything about herself publicly. I
wrote her last to ask what I should say about
her in my editor's letter, and she wrote back:

It sure doesn't matter. All I know is that I feel
such dread about printing this. Just re a d i n g
the letter over has made me grimace.

Your experience of reading Sheila's letter may
be somewhat diff e rent; mine certainly was.

The letter about the misdirected letter comes
from Lauren Zalaznick, the Senior Vice
President of Original Programming &
Development at VH1. Lauren's letter fits into
the fledgling Open Letters tradition of the
work letter, in that it describes and illumi-
nates an unusual workplace, just as the let-
ters in our work issue (vol. I, no. 6) did.
Lauren's open letter also has a certain meta
feel to it, given that it is itself about writing
and the Internet, which is at least part of
what we're about.

Julie Shapiro's letter, the letter about the
band, also fits into the category of work letter,
and in fact both Julie and Lauren work in the
m u s i c - a n d - c o m m e rce business, though at dif-
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f e rent ends. Julie is a new arrival in Chicago,
and a new employee of Reckless Records, the
one on Bro a d w a y. She writes this week about
the experience of selling the new Radiohead.

A few brief Open Letters notes: our handheld
edition is now up and running, and readers

in many nations now receive an
open letter a day on their PDA.
Amanda Joseph of London, whose
drawing of a falafel in a baguette
graced last week's issue, favored us
with this drawing of a Palm Pilot,

to celebrate. To learn more, go to www.open-
letters.net and click on "handheld version."

The bookstore initiative, which also began this
week, is growing as well: BookPeople, the
finest bookstore in Austin, Texas, has joined
Atomic Books in Baltimore in stage two of our
instant-magazine-publishing pro g r a m : at both
s t o res they print the PDF on-site and sell
paper copies to readers. If you live in one of
those two cities, please patronize those book-
s t o res, and buy copies of O p e n Letters for your

friends without printers. And as we men-
tioned last week, if you own or work at a
b o o k s t o re or coffee shop or bowling alley or
photocopying store, and would be intere s t e d
in joining us in a little publishing experiment,
h e re is our off e r : You can download the PDF
each week and print and sell as many copies
as you like. You get to keep all the re v e n u e ,
for now; we just want to know about it, and
hear how it goes. We will be grateful, and so,
we hope, will your customers.

Some back-issues news, too – our back-
issues page on the web site is now updated
to include issues from volume two: if you
have missed any of the first fourteen issues
of Open Letters, you can now download
them, for free, by going to www. o p e n l e t-
ters.net and clicking on "back issues."

Thanks for re a d i n g .

Yours tru l y,

P a u l To u g h



Dear Mary,

H e re is all that need be said about my expe-
rience gambling in Atlantic City. At the
Trump Taj Mahal I played $1-$3 seven-card
stud for four hours, sipping free whiskey
and making jokes with strangers, and I lost
all of seven dollars. Then I played slots and
lost seven times that in a quick, mean, and
lonely forty minutes.

As they say: easy come, easy go. Gambling
makes for good aphorisms and invites one to
meditate on risk, determinism, addiction,
and faith. It's tempting to use gambling as a
metaphor when writing about the Jersey
Shore. But I would rather discuss the
metaphoric power of the Slingshot, which
stands at 8th and Boardwalk, a handful of
miles south of the Taj Mahal, in Ocean City,
New Jersey.

Like all good metaphors, the Slingshot is ver-
satile and may be seen from many diff e re n t
angles. Walking along the boardwalk, a smil-
ing line of taff y, water-ice, fried dough (or,
m o re specifically, "funnel cake"), and mini-golf
establishments on the right, the dark ocean on
the left, the Slingshot is seen first and fro m
afar as two enormous towers lit with neon,
100 feet high. As one grows closer, one sees
that between them is suspended a spherical
cage that rotates freely around its horizontal
axis, where cables stretch from either side to
the tips of the two towers. There are two seats
inside the sphere which, after an hydraulic
mechanism tightens the cables, carry two
occupants 200 feet into the air at 100 miles per
h o u r, while spinning. It is the sort of thing
that its creators bill as a "ride." It is the sort of
thing that, when seen from the ground at the
very base of the towers, inspires one fourteen-
y e a r-old girl with very large teeth to somberly
explain to her shorter, uglier girlfriend: "I'm
not saying that you're going to die. I'm just
saying if you do die, it was meant to be."

*    *    *

The summer before last, we were fearless. In
1999, Katherine and I came to Ocean City for
an engagement party that my mother and
her five sisters threw for us on the deck of
my Aunt Susan's summer home on Ocean
City's Gold Coast. The Gold Coast is the
southerly end of the town, the new money
mansions as opposed to the thirties-era salt-
boxes up north. We opened presents until
dusk fell. Then Katherine and I hiked down
to the main drag of the boardwalk and took
on everything the amusement parks had to
offer: the Giant Ferris Wheel, The Inverter,
The City Jet, The Spanish Galleon
(Katherine's favorite). We were thrown and
twisted and twirled, and Katherine almost
got sick but didn't. My grandmother was
alive then, and so was my mother.

Several weeks after we left, this happened: a
new roller coaster at Wonderland Pier, the
Wild Wonder, apparently malfunctioned.
Apparently the car nearly reached the apex
of its first major ascent when some mecha-
nism failed. It began to roll backwards, gath-
ering speed. When it slammed into the car
behind it, which was being loaded with pas-
sengers, another mechanical failure apparent-
ly occurred, allowing two occupants, a
young woman from New York and her very
young child, to be thrown from their
restraints. They flew out of the car, through
the air, and into a steel support beam. They
died instantly, apparently.

As well, as you may recall from my last let-
t e r, my grandmother died the following
Christmas, and my mother died the follow-
ing June, six days after my birthday, both
q u i c k l y, both with little warning. And then
in August we returned to Ocean City again.
People asked: will it be hard going back to
Ocean City without your mother? And I
had no answer, the same non-answer I had
and have to any question about how hard it

The Slingshot
A letter from John Hodgman, on being shot into space.

New York City • October 16, 2000
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is or will be now that all these things have
happened: Jesus, I don't know. Where's the
funnel cake?

So that is what we sought as we mounted the
boardwalk our first evening in Ocean City
this summer, and we found it. There is
always funnel cake, and there are always
lovely Irish or Czech teenagers imported for
the summer ready to serve it up. Katherine
and I went to Atlantic Books with their great
piles of publisher's remainders. We visited
the mall that used to host individual booths
of antique dealers. Ten years earlier I had
gone there to find a vintage postcard to send
to Katherine, who did not know then that I
loved her. Now it mainly sells rock T-shirts,
cheap jewelry, surf gear, electric flashing
navel studs. Katherine and I watched an
eleven-year-old girl as a forty-year-old man
applied a temporary rhinestone tattoo of a
butterfly to her very tan belly.

Then we reached the rides. At Wonderland
Pier, no one seemed to feel the chill haunt of
the Wild Wonder incident but us. I watched
the children in the little cars fly into the air,
the teenagers necking on the giant ferris with
its rust spots and strange creakings. There
was a time when the prospect of taking on a
new ride would fill my gut with nervous
excitement. Now at Playland there is the
Double Dip, which raises and drops its
happy riders along a seventy-five-foot pole.
Just watching it made my neck hurt.

But it was the Slingshot that sent us packing.
The Slingshot is not affiliated with either
Wonderland or Playland. The Slingshot
stands alone. Couple after couple are sent
s c reaming into the black summer night,
becoming a tiny star-like spark against the
s k y, cables heaving, towers wobbling, sphere
becoming invisible. It was the Slingshot that
made us feel too old, too scared, and sud-
denly vulnerable. Katherine says that when
she was a child she loved all rides because
she knew that they were made by gro w n -
ups, which meant to her endless safety,
boundless security. Naturally we have out-
g rown that delusion.

As we trudged back from the boardwalk in
defeat, we saw the moon over the beach. Or
at least we believed it to be the moon: it was
a giant, ragged crescent, larger than the sun
at dawn. It hovered just above the inky hori-
zon, blood red, engorged, too bloated to hoist
itself any further in the sky, and more likely
about to fall. A small crowd had actually
gathered by the boardwalk's rail to gawk at
it, as though it were a plane descending in
flames, a fleet of invading spaceships.
Katherine and I joined them. "Either that's
the moon," someone said, "or something has
gone horribly, horribly wrong."

*    *    *

The next night, Katherine and I return to the
Slingshot. The large-toothed girl behind us in
line says her piece about death and destiny,
and we clutch our non-refundable tickets with
panic and re g ret. We watch that spherical cage
ascend and descend for nearly forty-five min-
utes. We watch children no older than ten be
happily loaded into what we come to call the
ascending sphere of death, their fathers giving
a thumbs-up before they fly into the air:
"Have fun," says dad, chuckling. Katherine
and I discuss doubtfully the merits of this
style of parenting. As we do, another pair is
sacrificed to the sky, and we are next.

It is difficult to explain what has drawn us
here, after our cowardly and probably wise
retreat last night. We have every excuse not
to be here, from the metaphysical to the
financial (it costs twenty bucks a head to fly;
forty if you want a T-shirt and a video taken
of your screaming self in the cage as you
rocket upwards). This last part alone should
chase off a cheapskate like me. But we are
here at Katherine's impulsive suggestion, and
my impulsive agreement, and neither one of
us wants to back down. We are here to face
our fear and transcend it, to remind our-
selves that we are still alive and young and
capable of risk. We want to be able to say
that we will not be cowed by death.

But we also see very clearly the weak links in
the Slingshot chain, the points where the cable
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may break, the tower may buckle. The whole
rig is set back from the boardwalk, in the
semi-dark of 8th Street. Though enormous, it
has the look of something that really shouldn't
be there, of something that can be bro k e n
down and carted away very quickly should
the sheriff show up wanting to know: "What's
all this about a Slingshot, then?" There is a pal-
pable air of unease around us, as though all of
us in line can perhaps too easily envision
something snapping this time, the ball flying
up and disappearing into the night, only to
crash miles away, in the ocean perhaps, or a
parking lot. And if not this time, the next time.
I do not tell Katherine this, and really haven't
c o n s i d e red it until now, but we are there too, I
think, not just to defy death, but to welcome it.
It has been a hard year. It has been an unfair
year in which we have been taught to think of
the unthinkable, that we are not exempt fro m
t r a g e d y, but in fact can be its strange attrac-
tors. It's not quite a suicide pact, but I think
we share an agreement, unspoken even to our-
selves, that if this thing kills us, we could live
with that. So to speak.

When our turn comes, there is a strange ritu-
al to it. We empty our pockets into a plastic
bin: wallets, change, keys, saltwater taffy, K's
flip-flops. I take my glasses off and give them
to the man who will prepare us for the ride (I
swear he has a handlebar moustache). He
tells us we can take nothing with us. We sit
in the cage. The mustachioed man arranges
the nylon straps and restraining bars that
hold us in place. One of them goes directly
across my groin, but I am not embarrassed to
have him help me there. I am beyond such
modesties. "Tighter," I say.

He closes the cage and gives it a friendly
tap. "It will be over before you know it," he
s a y s .

The cage tilts back and is locked into a
release switch below. We are facing directly
upwards now. There are no stars: they are
blotted out by the lights of the boardwalk.
The towers hum as the cables tighten. I take
Katherine's hand. "Pretend we are going into
space," I say.

"That is not a comfort," she says.

The hum grows very loud. The cables grow
very tight. Katherine takes her hand back:
she wants to hold the restraint. A switch
somewhere is thrown, and we go up.

*    *    *

As metaphors for life and death on the
boardwalk go, gambling in Atlantic City is
pretty promising. But the Slingshot is better,
for two reasons. One: though it is unlikely, it
may actually kill you. Two, it reminds you
that when you are close to death and inti-
mate with it, when you are spinning fast and
high in the dark night with nothing around
you, it is difficult to tell what is happening. It
is difficult to be afraid. Far more difficult
than it is on the ground.

John Hodgman

p.s. We did buy the video of Katherine and
me flying upward in the slingshot. We
watched it once before hiding it away, never
to be seen again.



To my old Master, Colonel P. H. Anderson,
Big Spring, Tennessee.

S i r. I got your letter, and was glad to find that
you had not forgotten Jourdon, and that you
wanted me to come back and live with you
again, promising to do better for me than any-
body else can. I have often felt uneasy about
you. I thought the Yankees would have hung
you long before this, for harboring Rebs they
found at your house. I suppose they never
h e a rd about your going to Colonel Martin's to
kill the Union soldier that was left by his com-
pany in their stable. Although you shot at me
twice before I left you, I did not want to hear
of your being hurt, and am glad you are still
living. It would do me good to go back to the
dear old home again, and see Miss Mary and
Miss Martha and Allen, Esther, Green, and
Lee. Give my love to them all, and tell them I
hope we will meet in the better world, if not in
this. I would have gone back to see you all
when I was working in the Nashville Hospital,
but one of the neighbors told me that Henry
intended to shoot me if he ever got a chance.

I want to know particularly what the good
chance is you propose to give me. I am doing
tolerably well here. I get twenty-five dollars a
month, with victuals and clothing; have a
comfortable home for Mandy, – the folks call
her Mrs. Anderson, – and the children – M i l l y,
Jane, and Grundy – go to school and are learn-
ing well. We are kindly treated. Sometimes we
o v e rhear others saying, "Them colored people
w e re slaves" down in Tennessee. The childre n
feel hurt when they hear such remarks; but I
tell them it was no disgrace in Tennessee to
belong to Colonel Anderson. Many darkeys
would have been proud, as I used to be, to call
you master. Now if you will write and say
what wages you will give me, I will be better
able to decide whether it would be to my
advantage to move back again.

As to my freedom, which you say I can
have, there is nothing to be gained on that

s c o re, as I got my free papers in 1864 fro m
the Provost-Marshal-General of the
Department of Nashville. Mandy says she
would be afraid to go back without some
p roof that you were disposed to treat us just-
ly and kindly; and we have concluded to test
your sincerity by asking you to send us our
wages for the time we served you. This will
make us forget and forgive old scores, and
rely on your justice and friendship in the
f u t u re. I served you faithfully for thirty-two
years, and Mandy twenty years. At twenty-
five dollars a month for me, and two dollars
a week for Mandy, our earnings would
amount to eleven thousand six hundred and
eighty dollars. Add to this the interest for
the time our wages have been kept back,
and deduct what you paid for our clothing,
and three doctor's visits to me, and pulling a
tooth for Mandy, and the balance will show
what we are in justice entitled to. Please
send the money by Adams's Express, in care
of V. Winters, Esq., Dayton, Ohio. If you fail
to pay us for faithful labors in the past, we
can have little faith in your promises in the
f u t u re. We trust the good Maker has opened
your eyes to the wrongs which you and your
fathers have done to me and my fathers, in
making us toil for you for generations with-
out recompense. Surely there will be a day
of reckoning for those who defraud the
l a b o rer of his hire .

In answering this letter, please state if there
would be any safety for my Milly and Jane,
who are now grown up, and both good-look-
ing girls. You know how it was with poor
Matilda and Catherine. I would rather stay
here and starve - and die, if it come to that -
than have my girls brought to shame by the
violence and wickedness of their young mas-
ters. You will also please state if there has
been any schools opened for the colored chil-
dren in your neighborhood. The great desire

Old Scores
A letter from Jourdon Anderson, on back pay.

Dayton, Ohio • August 7, 1865
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of my life now is to give my children an edu-
cation, and have them form virtuous habits.

Say howdy to George Carter, and thank him
for taking the pistol from you when you

were shooting at me.

From your old servant,

Jourdon Anderson

Behind the Counter
A letter from Julie Shapiro, on selling the new Radiohead.

Chicago, Illinois • October 18, 2000
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Hello Andee,

When we first moved to Chicago, in mid-
August, I decided that I would avoid, at all
costs, paying my rent via a job that entailed
substantial alphabetizing. I'd had enough, it
was time for bigger and better things. No
record store job, no bookstore job, no way, no
how. About a week later I found myself
behind the counter at Reckless Records on
Broadway, having realized that resistance
was futile, consoling myself with the fact that
at least I wouldn't be wearing a name tag,
having to "dress up" for work, or handling
other people's food.

I pretty much knew what I was getting into
– I've worked at five re c o rd stores in four
cities – but somehow, at Reckless, every-
thing seems magnified. The regulars are cra-
z i e r, the hipsters are hipper, the wanna-be
white boy gangstas from the suburbs are
m o re ridiculous, the cranks are crankier, and
fans of everything from Insurgent Country
to Experimental Psychedelia to Bubblegum
Pop are even more desperate and devoted
to their genre .

At Reckless I sell more records to people my
parents' age than I ever have before. I sell
more records to transsexuals. I sell records to

people visiting from farther away. I definitely
sell more Used Heavy Metal Cassettes than I
ever have before in my life, mostly to Johnny,
who comes in every day to check out our
used-heavy-metal-cassette new arrivals.
(Johnny wears a royal blue hat with the
Blistex logo on it – yes, the lip-soothing gunk
– and often brings along his mother, who is
about four feet tall and wears neither front
teeth nor dentures. He knows everyone's
name and seems nice enough during transac-
tions, but rumor has it he also wears a bunch
of Nazi-inspired tattoos on his back.)

These days, though, it seems like all I do is
sell Kid A.

I happened to be scheduled to work on
October 3, the day Radiohead's new re c o rd ,
Kid A, o fficially became available to the
public. My shift started about an hour after
the store opened; by the time I arrived we
had already sold almost two dozen copies
of Kid A. Five minutes after I slipped
behind the counter, my first Radioheadhead
a p p ro a c h e d .

"Do you have the new Radiohead?" she
asked, timidly.

Old Scores, by Jourdon Anderson, continued
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She didn't strike me as someone who would
be into Radiohead, if I may claim some expe-
rience intuiting these sorts of things. She
looked like she was on her way down to the
Loop for a power lunch with a pack of CEOs,
actually. I thought maybe she was purchas-
ing the CD for her son or daughter, but it
became evident as soon as she voiced her
request that it was for her.

"Do you have the new Radiohead?"

Of c o u r s e we had the new Radiohead. I
mean, we had h u n d re d s of copies of the
thing behind the counter, waiting to be dis-
tributed to the masses. I looked at her, pre-
p a red to join with her in a sort of share d
"Ha ha, isn't that a silly question" moment,
but realized that not only was she serious,
she was deathly afraid I'd tell her that we
actually didn't have it, that we'd sold out,
that aliens had swung by and abducted our
e n t i re supply of Kid A. I reached down to
the pile of CDs and picked one up and
handed it to her. "That'll be $16.30," I said,
for the first, of many, many times that day.
She paid for the CD and thanked me might-
i l y, then left in haste.

Over the next three days we sold about four
h u n d red copies of Kid A. It got to the point
w h e re I could take one look at certain cus-
tomers and just say "$16.30." By the time I'd
scan the bar code on the CD, twenty dollars
was being held forth and a nervous, re l i e v e d
grin had spread over the face of the cus-
tomer who was about to be handed their
very own copy of Kid A. And by the way,
out of all of those customers, not a single
person batted an eye at the exorbitant cost of
this little old CD. Not a one. Instead, after
receiving their change (we should have had
p re-bundled piles of $3.70) and receipt, most
fled from the store, clutching their newly
a c q u i red tre a s u re in hand ("No, no bag,
thank you"). I should have put a tip jar on
the counter that first morning – I'd pro b a b l y
have funded my next month's coffee habit
f rom its proceeds by now.

At first I was kind of freaked out by the
intensity of the hordes of loyal fans who
flocked to the store. Some arrived breathless.
Some arrived in what looked like their paja-
mas. Some bought several copies at once.
One person bought six. As I rang up each
purchase, I found myself thinking about cap-
italism, about individuality, about addiction,
about lemmings...

But then somehow my perspective changed.
Every single Kid A seeker seemed genuinely
thrilled to be buying a copy. Kid A customers
were collectively more enthusiastic about this
single record than most of the people I deal
with all day at the record store are about
anything (except for maybe my co-workers,
who actually get quite enthusiastic about
where to take their lunch breaks). And it was
kind of fun being the person who got to give
people something they so dearly craved. I
thought about how affected I've been by cer-
tain records in my life, (including
Radiohead's last record, OK Computer), and
about how I much I truly appreciate the
power of music to make a difference in
someone's life. And then I realized that I was
being not only a shameless hypocrite but also
a textbook Jaded Record Store Employee –
something I've been trying desperately to
avoid in this job, as I am only too aware of
how easy a character it is to slip into.

I'm not exactly sure that Kid A is worthy of
all of the superlatives I've been hearing
thrown around in discussions (people are
really getting carried away). But I was kind
of tickled at how easy it was to make so
many people happy, at least briefly, simply
by taking their $16.30 and handing them a
particular collection of sounds, noises, and
words, all packaged with icy mountain
images and angular horizons.

I mean, how couldn't I be?

Your friend behind the counter,

Julie



Dear Boomer:

It's a Saturday morning and I need to log on
from home to check my email. I am reluctant
to do so because I know that I'll have a big
fat bunch of work emails to sort through and
respond to, but I have to do it, because I'm
about to leave my house to go to my parents'
to be home for Yom Kippur the next day, and
I'll be out of the office on Monday for the
holiday. All the people I work with know
that the best way to get me is to email me,
not call me, and they're all expecting that I'll
have looked at whatever they send before
Monday. I've already packed my kids' "tem-
ple dresses," pajamas, play clothes, and
essential stuffed animals and books into their
rolling Teletubbies overnight bag, and my
partner is wrangling with final getting-out-
of-the-house logistics, so I log on.

I have sixty-nine new emails. I'm scanning
the subject lines, looking for anything con-
cerning this big show that we're premiering
on VH1 on Monday. It's the latest in a series
of documentaries we've been doing: the 100
Greatest Whatevers of Rock & Roll. We've
done Greatest Artists, Greatest Women
Artists, Greatest Songs, Greatest Music
Moments on TV. It's become a franchise.
Monday is the 100 Greatest Dance Songs. It's
a multi-million dollar production that has
been plagued with problems, miscommuni-
cations, setbacks, and pressure.

Part of the pre s s u re I'm feeling is the pre s s u re
that the creative team must be feeling. We ' v e
paid them a lot of money, in absolute terms,
to do this show, but probably not enough to
really do it the way we keep pounding them
to do it. My team of hench-people and I keep
going back and going back and going back to
them with criticisms. We ' re sending them
notes that say things like, Don't shoot a copy
of the single under the title camera and spin
it towards the camera and fill in the spindle
hole with a picture of someone's face! It looks

like Ralph Kramden's coming on next! Don't
slam that artist for doing a disco song – it was
his biggest hit!

On most other series we establish the format
in the first couple of segments or script pass-
es, and then the outside producers take it
from there and other people monitor it for
me and that's it. But this show has been a
24/7 kind of thing for months – messengers
and couriers follow me around the country,
around the world, delivering cuts and scripts
with a demand for immediate turnaround.
The process has sucked. And the show is suf-
fering for it.

Out of those sixty-nine emails, about fifteen
deal with the show. They have arrived at var-
ious points since my departure from the
office on Friday and most of them I delete, or
respond to quickly. One, however, is from
one of the two executive producers. It was
sent late on Friday night, and the subject line
is blank, which is unusual. I open it. It is a
message I was never meant to see.

From: R.
Sent: Friday, October 06, 2000 9:21 PM
To: Zalaznick, Lauren

F:

did you write lauren z a note re g a rding the
c redits – I just dont want her calling up and
complaining because we started the roll too
early – I agree with your change – and I think
she's a fuckin cunt – but I just dont want her
coming back and saying (WHY IS D. ON
THE ROLL– blah blah) also, can you believe
she crossed out all the writer credits? no one
w rote the show? whatever! can you please let
l a u ren z know that you changed the roll to
keep D. – she never says no to you.

O b v i o u s l y, R. intended to send it to the
a d d ressee, F., who is R.'s long-time pro d u c i n g
p a r t n e r. But he sent it to me, instead.

Alphabet of Woe
A letter from Lauren Zalaznick, on a misdirected email.

New York City • October 19, 2000
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Right away, I hit "reply," cc:'d F. (the person
for whom the email was intended), typed
nothing else, and hit "send."

Many minutes passed during which my
heart was pounding, my eyes were stinging,
and my mind was out of control. It was like
what I imagine the visceral response would
be to walking in on your partner having sex
with someone else. But it was also tinged
with a sensation of petty pleasure, an imme-
diate emotional victory. I had regained a cer-
tain advantage over the offending party by
that simple act of sending back the note. I
could envision the gasp, the pain, the stun-
ning re-alignment of his world knowing
immediately that not only did I know what
he had done in error, but also knowing that
his producing partner, too, would react with
shock and horror.

Then we were off to my parents' for the holi-
d a y. But I kept obsessing about it, re p l a y i n g
both sides, thinking: It was a blow-up, he
doesn’t really mean it, get over it. It's not like
this person is a stranger to me – I have a
m u l t i - y e a r, extremely close working re l a t i o n-
ship with both him and his partner. But then
again, there are a million producers who can
do the work, why do I even need to deal with
this? I thought about the fact that I could take
away three million dollars worth of work in
the same amount of time it took R. to hit
"send" on that email in the first place.

This all happened during the period between
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, a period of
reflection at the highest level upon the con-
cept of forgiveness. It is a holiday that is in a
sense about exactly this kind of dilemma –
do you look past one person’s bout with
weakness, in this case an uncontrollable
anger and frustration, and consider it a lapse,
a mistake, albeit a hurtful one?

I kept thinking about the Alphabet of Woe,
the traditional list, recited on Yom Kippur, of
all the infractions against the moral code that
every individual must confront in him/her-
self. It starts at A with the sin of Arrogance,
goes through Bigotry, all the way down to

Xenophobia, and Zeal for bad causes (I’ve
forgotten the "Y" sin). The underlying idea is
that we're all guilty of all twenty-six sins –
and that the biggest sin of all is to think that
you're not guilty, that you're somehow
blameless, that you're better than everyone
else. Yom Kippur is about atoning for your
own sins, but it's also about considering oth-
ers' weaknesses and infractions and forgiving
them for whatever unkindnesses have been
done to you. Under the rules of Yom Kippur,
holding a grudge is wrong, just plain wrong,
especially when the other person has made
an offering, a concession, a confession.

So all of this was pounding and flashing
through my mind when, sure enough, the
chain of apoplectic, agonized apology emails
started to flow.

From: R.
Sent: Saturday, October 07, 2000 6:27 PM
To: Zalaznick, Lauren

nope I didnt mean to cc you – I feel like a
total idiot. it was in the heat of the moment –
and after an all-nighter. no excuses – but you
gotta know its absolutely not an accurate
reflection of my feelings. I'm thinkin no muf-
fin basket or poo poo platter will make up
for it. I cannot grovel enough – I am now
going to throw myself off the top of a tall
building. please feel free to call me a com-
plete and utter dickhead – and cc whoever
you want. I'm sorry sorry sorry. yours abject-
l y, the hot-headed italian asshole (and that's
not an excuse – cause I really am sorry)

*   *   *

From: F.
Sent: Monday, October 09, 2000 11:55 AM
To: Zalaznick, Lauren

dear lauren

r. is devastated and we are both very upset
about hurting you.

it really should be taken with a pinch of salt
because it was a heat of the moment thing
he simply dashed off and intended to send
to me.

no excuses but in addition to [the two
shows] the office move and flu have just sort
of piled on top.
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anyway I know he feels absolutely wretched
about the whole thing and I just wanted to
say sorry and let you know he really does
not think of you like that at all. as I'm sure
you know anyway.

will be in NY this fri 13th (!) and hoping you
might have a mo' to meet. will call the office
tuesday.

bye for now

f.

Their emails were reasoned and maybe even
reasonable, but there’s something about see-
ing the words on the page – well, on the
s c reen – that is so irretrievable and irre v o c a-
ble. So easy to pore over. It's not like an
o v e rh e a rd conversation. It's text, and text
still has the power of being something you
can't "take back."

Over the course of the next few days, my
reactions fluctuated not only on a personal,
emotional level, but also on a pro f e s s i o n a l
one. I wrote a snotty email telling them that I
wouldn't be renewing their contract, but I
didn't send it. I knew my boss would support
me no matter what I did, but I thought about
everything I'd have to say to everyone else I
work with: Gee, we just don't do any more
work with them - they sent me a mean email?

I'm the second-highest female employee of
VH1. I don't take it upon myself to re f l e c t ,
f re q u e n t l y, on this fact. But I know I'm
under an emotional microscope all the time.
My reaction to every stressful and negative
situation is closely monitored. Other people
make it clear – usually when referring to
some other woman and how she performs
at her job – that emotions, and demonstra-
tions of them in a corporate setting, are
used to assess a woman's performance,
achievements, and chance for success. For a
woman in a corporation, it goes without
saying: the higher the degree of emotion
she brings to the job, the lower the esteem
in which she is held. Which is why the idea
that R. should be excused because he's "hot-
headed" seemed more than a little unre a-
sonable to me.

I'm probably re g a rded as being tough, fairly
h a rd-hearted, outspoken. I am occasionally
criticized for digging in and being less accom-
modating to other people's ideas and criticisms
than I "should be." But this is a weird sort of
(double) standard to be held to, especially in a
" c reative" job where passions are usually what
get ideas heard and shows pitched and accept-
ed and produced. This is a place where stro n g
d i s a g reements (among men) are usually taken
as a sign of strength and vision and leadership
and upward potential.

In his email, R.'s partner, F., requested a
meeting with me in New York on Friday. I
agreed, through my assistant. (Since that
Saturday morning, I had had no direct con-
tact with either of them.)

The meeting was in my big beautiful corner
office looking west across the Hudson and
south into and over Times Square and down-
town. There are piles, scores of tapes and
binders full of scripts and two TV's going all
day (one always tuned to VH1) and signed
photos from famous people on the walls. My
assistant, who had somehow intuited that it
was a good idea to close the door, was
answering the phone and checking the fax
machine next to his cubicle with no knowl-
edge of the fact that this conversation was
different than the fifty meetings I've had with
these people before. F. and I didn't kiss hello
or goodbye, as we usually do. And I tried to
do more listening than talking, but as F. reit-
erated the tone and substance of the apology
emails, I got rather bored. And I got annoyed
with myself for not really feeling like a reso-
lution was going to happen. I was trying des-
perately to focus on what he was saying – sir
can you just explain that one more time, why
I should forgive you, the partner of the per-
son who called me a fucking cunt? Because
that's just him and I should know he didn't
mean it and look at all you've been through
to deliver my television show?

We reached some sort of détente, I guess, but
the questions keep cycling through my mind:
Do I care enough about what they must have
been going through to reach that level of



emotion? Should I care about the person that
hurt me? Isn't that like the hostage feeling
bad for the hostage taker? Was the mournful,
soulful high holy day period getting to me?
If some guy was rude to my boss on a golf
course would it be a matter of course that the
relationship would be ended? Would my
boss torture himself for days on end about
whether he was being unreasonable? In the
end, in this business, it's all a matter of who
needs who the most – you only say fuck you

if you really, truly, never need that person
again, and you can never really be certain of
that. One Emmy award and we'd be begging
to be back in business with them.

I just hope the show pulls a decent rating this
weekend.

Ugh,

LZ

Dear me,

Why can't you keep a secret?

You have promised yourself again and
again that this – at last – will be the secre t
you will keep. This will be the precious little
s e c ret that will be yours alone to savour and
deplete in its own time. Impossible, has
never happened, and still you delude your-
self. Three times in the last week – big
s e c rets these!

1. That you are smoking a pipe again. You
said, as I recall, "I will only do this in my
room, alone. I don't want anybody to know
that I am smoking a pipe." Then you draw it
out in front of that girl from class, on the way
home. Then you stand outside the building
smoking it with those three girls from your
Torah group. Even before you go outside the
building to smoke, you pull it out. "Look
what I got today – a new pipe." Then you
smoked it in front of Felix when he came
over tonight, and then Shields when he came
over later, and then Tracy yesterday after-
noon. This in two days.

2. The novel. Oh no! You weren't going to tell
anyone you were working on a novel. Then
having read the whole first goddamn chapter
in front of forty people – a terrible way of
keeping a first chapter a secret, don’t you
think? – you scrapped it (feeling too
exposed) and started anew, pledging that this
time – this time! – no one would know what
you were working on. You would have
deceived them all, everybody certain that
you were working on that one draft, when
secretly, in secret, you were working on
another. Leaked. Twice. Today alone. Plus
that one time to your agent who of all people
you were not going to let know.

And then, 3. that sweet ex-boyfriend who
you hadn't seen in two years. That night you
spent together, last weekend when he was in
from out of the country, and he told you – as
intimate a moment as a person can experi-
ence – in the darkness, in bed, while you
were at it? just after? "I love you still," and
that – that – that you were not going to share;
it was an intimate moment that one, oh yes,

Leaked
A letter from Sheila Heti, on not telling secrets.

Toronto, Ontario • October 20, 2000
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and it was going to be sweet, and all yours
alone. Was going to be all yours alone.

Shields tells you, "You have no heart. You have
h e a r t , lots of heart, but no actual heart. You are
a swallow. You flit," he says. Then tonight you
ask, "What do you mean, no heart?" when you
have smoked the pipe in front of him, and told
him about that intimate moment with the
sweet ex-boyfriend that you weren't going to
tell anyone, least of all Shields.

"You don't let anyone in," he says.

"But I let everyone in! I reveal everything!"

"Ah yes," he nods quietly, as though he were
the one smoking the pipe, not you, "but it's
like that old thing, where the boy goes out
and tries heroin for the first time and then his
father says to him, 'What did you do tonight?'
' Tried heroin.' 'Sure sure, go to bed.'"

You haven't heard that one, go on.

"You conceal by revealing."

You think about it, like it.

"Like Trudeau!" he puts in, to impress you,
win you over. "Like me! You, me and Tru d e a u .
None of us has a heart. Asingle heart."

You ushered him out. Then thought about it.
Could he be right? or was it more of his
usual bullshit? Lying in bed you considered
it some more. How is it you could separate
yourself from someone, close someone off,
never open up the littlest room inside you –
by revealing everything?

Then after awhile, it hit you! Or no, it didn't
actually hit you. It took several steps, yes,
but it soon became apparent that, yes, it does

make sense. Because by exposing everything
about yourself, by having no secrets, no
experience which is yours and yours alone,
no thoughts which can be articulated but
aren't, nothing held back and all the worst
spilled on the floor, then the difference
between you and the other person, between
you and any other person, can only be, like
an obelisk dropped from the sky, that funda-
mental block of otherness.

Right, right! That essential otherness that
can't be expressed! That ineluctable core
which could never be put into word s
because it's not a thought, not a feeling, not
an experience, not a secret, just that basic
human otherness. And by making t h a t t h e
distance between you and everybody else,
and not knowledge about you they don't
have, and not facts about you they don't
k n o w, then the gulf between you and those
a round you is a thousand-mile-wide gor-
gon-filled moat. Or maybe their lips are
p ressed up close and soft, right up against
the ineffable. Yes, they're flat up against that
which they could never penetrate, and
which you could never, not with the gre a t-
est compulsion, re v e a l !

Relief, understanding.

Then you go out with Carl a week later and
he tells you in response to your exquisite
sentence or two of certainty, "No, that's not
you. You don’t reveal to conceal. That's my
roommate. Within thirty minutes of meeting
her she's told you all these details about her
sex life. You’re not like that at all."

You start smoking his cigarettes.

I remain your humble servant,

Sheila


